
Abstract. Background/Aim: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one
of the most common in the world and its prevalence is rapidly
increasing. Jagged-1-activated Notch signaling by
apurinic/apyrimidinic endodeoxyribonuclease 1 (APEX1)
promotes CRC, and high expression of Jagged-1 is associated
with poor prognosis. However, its clinical implication is
unknown. The aim of this study was to investigate the clinical
role of Jagged-1-activated Notch signaling by APEX1.
Materials and Methods: The 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl) 2, 
5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay was used to
evaluate the anti-cancer efficacy of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU),
oxaliplatin, and irinotecan. Tissue from CRC patients was
analyzed to assess the clinical specificity of Jagged-1 activated
by APEX1. Results: The half-maximal inhibitory concentration
(IC50) in cells co-expressing APEX1 and Jagged-1 cells was
higher than that in cells expressing only APEX1. These results
indicated that the simultaneous expression of APEX1 and
Jagged-1 might be associated with chemoresistance toward 5-
FU, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan. Analysis of tissue from CRC
patients revealed that high expression of Jagged-1 was
associated with a statistically significantly low response to
chemotherapy. Conclusion: Overexpression of Jagged-1 by
APEX1 might serve as a predictor of response to chemotherapy
and of poor prognosis, and moreover may be a therapeutic
target for chemotherapy of advanced CRC.

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most prominent cancer
globally. The prevalence of CRC is rapidly increasing. Surgical
resection is the only method of cure. In the case of advanced,
metastatic, or recurrent cancers that are not operable, palliative
chemotherapy in combination with targeted therapy is the
standard treatment option. Approximately 80% of CRCs are
localized in the bowel wall and/or its regional lymph nodes. In
the remaining 20% of patients who are diagnosed with de
novo unresectable metastatic CRC and in patients with stage
II/III CRC (approximately 40% of all CRC patients),
recurrence occurs despite curative surgery. Unresectable and
metastatic CRC is incurable and requires palliative systemic
chemotherapy (1, 2).

Apurinic-apyrimidinic endonuclease 1 (APEX1) is one of
the proteins that is essential for base excision repair. APEX1
overexpression is correlated with cancer progression in
various human solid malignancies (3-6). Furthermore,
APEX1 reportedly contributes to CRC progression through
the upstream activation of the Jagged-1/Notch signaling
pathway (7) and high expression of jagged-1 is associated
with poor prognosis after curative surgery for CRC (8).
Moreover, a study reported that Jagged-1 activated by
APEX1 acts as an anti-cancer drug resistance factor in
advanced biliary cancer (9). Jagged-1 is a Notch receptor
ligand that enhances Notch signaling. The activation of
Notch signaling plays an important role in the development
and progression of various malignant tumors (10-13). 

In this study, we investigated the clinical significance of
Jagged-1-activated Notch signaling by APEX1 in CRC.

Materials and Methods
Cell culture. Human CRC cell lines (HCT-15, SW620, HCT-116,
Caco-2, DLD-1, SW480, and LoVo) were cultured in RPMI1640
medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum
(FBS, Lonza, Alpharetta, GA, USA), 100 units/ml penicillin, and
100 μg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Caco-2
human CRC cells were grown in MEM with 20% FBS. All the cell
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lines were acquired from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and maintained in a humidified
incubator with an atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37˚C.

Preparation of drug solutions to perform in vitro assays. Aqueous
solutions of all the drugs were prepared in distilled water and stored
in a deep freezer. 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), oxaliplatin, and irinotecan
(Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) were prepared as aqueous solutions
of 10 mg in 20 ml, 250 mg in 5 ml, and 40 mg in 2 ml, respectively.

3-(4, 5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT) assay. Cell viability was determined by using an MTT assay
according to the standard protocol. Cells were seeded in wells of a
96-well plate and incubated for 24 h. These cells were treated with
5-FU, oxaliplatin, or irinotecan for 24 h. After treatment, 10 μl MTT
(1 mg/ml) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was added on the
cells and incubation was continued for 4 h at 37˚C. Subsequently,
the medium containing MTT was removed, 100 μl dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) was added, and the cells were incubated for
another 20 min at 37˚C with gentle shaking. The absorbance was
read using an ELISA plate reader (Tecan, Trading AG, Switzerland)
with a 570-nm filter. Cell viability was calculated based on the
relative color intensity of treated and untreated samples.

Small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated APEX1 knockdown. To
knockdown APEX1 expression, the cells were transiently
transfected with specific siRNA using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
sequence used to target APEX1 was 5’-AAGTCTGGTACGA
CTGGAGTA-3’, while that for the negative control siRNA
(Bioneer, Daejeon, Korea) was 5-’CCUACGCCACCAAUU
UCGUdTdT-3’. The cells were transfected with either pSilencer2.1-
U6-neo control shRNA or pSilencer2.1-U6-neo APEX1 shRNA
using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and
cultured in a selection medium containing 500 μg/ml neomycin for
2 to 3 weeks. 

Immunoblotting. Cells were washed with 1× PBS and lysed in lysis
buffer (20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 2 mM EGTA, 50 mM glycerol
phosphate, 1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 1
mM phenylmethyl sulfonyl fluoride, 10 μg/ml leupeptin, 10 μg/ml
aprotinin, 1 mM Na3VO4, and 5 mM NaF). The protein
concentration was determined using a dye-binding microassay (Bio-
Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Equal amounts of cellular or tissue
proteins were resolved by 8-12% sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) followed by the
electrophoretic transfer of protein bands onto a polyvinylidene
difluoride membrane (PALL Life Sciences, NY, USA). The
membranes were blocked for 1 h with Tris-buffered saline-Tween
[TBS-T; 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) and 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1%
Tween-20] containing 5% non-fat milk and incubated with specific
primary antibodies overnight at 4˚C. The blots were washed four
times for 15 min per wash with TBS-T and incubated for 1 h with
corresponding peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:4000
dilution; Jackson Immuno Research Inc, West Grove, PA, USA).
The blots were washed four times with TBS-T and developed using
an enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection system (iNtRON
Biotechnology, Gyeonggi, Korea). The antibodies used, mouse anti-
APEX1 (sc-17774) and mouse anti-Jagged-1 (sc-390177), were
purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX, USA). 

Analysis of CRC tissue. The clinical specificity of Jagged-1 activated
by APEX1 was analyzed in vivo in tissues acquired from CRC
patients. The protocol was approved by Chosun University Hospital
Ethics Committee. Patients with metastatic or recurrent CRC were
enrolled through retrospective chart review. Of these patients,
subjects who had received appropriate first-line chemotherapy and
had been evaluated concerning their response, were available for
follow-up, and had good performance status (Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group 0-1), and normal liver, kidney, and bone marrow
function, were selected. CRC tissue samples were paraffin embedded
and sectioned. Immunohistochemical staining and clinical
examination were performed. 

Immunohistochemistry. The aforementioned CRC tissue samples
were obtained from the Chosun University Department of Pathology
Tissue Bank. Tissue sections were stained with mouse anti-APEX1
(sc-17774; 1:500; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or mouse anti-Jagged
1 (sc-390177; 1:300; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) antibodies. For
immunohistochemistry, a biotinylated goat anti-mouse antibody
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) followed by
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin (Vector
Laboratories) was used. After immuno-labeling, specimens were
briefly counterstained with hematoxylin. Immunolabeled images
were captured using a model C-4040Z digital camera (Olympus
Corp, Lake Success, NY, USA) and model BX-50 microscope
(Olympus Corp, Lake Success, NY, USA). Protein expression was
scored in the nucleus for APEX1 and in the plasma membrane and
cytoplasm for Jagged-1. APEX1 and Jagged-1 immunoreactivities
were determined by scoring for staining intensity (0, none; 1, weak;
2; moderate; 3, strong) and percent of positive cells (0, <5%; 1, 6%-
25%; 2, 26%-50%; 3, 50%-75%; 4, >76%), and the product of both
scores being the final value. 

Statistical analysis. Data in all the experiments are presented as the
mean±standard deviation. Statistical comparisons were performed
using two-tailed paired Student’s t-test. A p-value <0.01 indicated a
statistically significant difference. Kaplan–Meier analyses was used
and the log-rank Mantel-Cox test was employed to determine any
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Figure 1. Western blotting revealed high APEX1 expression in all the
colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines. HCT-116, Caco-2, DLD-1, and LoVo
cells expressed also high levels of Jagged-1. The star symbols indicate
the cell lines selected for further experiments; DLD-1 cells exhibited
strong expression of both the proteins, and SW480 cells exhibited strong
expression of APEX1 but not Jagged-1.



statistical difference between the survival curves of the cohorts. The
analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad) and
Excel (Microsoft) software. Statistical analysis of clinical data was
performed using SPSS version 21.0 software.

Results 
Estimation of APEX1 expression in CRC cell lines.
Constituent expression of APEX1 and Jagged-1 was
examined in HCT-15, SW620, HCT-116, Caco-2, DLD-1,
SW480, and LoVo CRC cell lines. APEX1 and Jagged-1
expression was detected by western blotting using α-tubulin
as a loading control. This analysis revealed that APEX1 was
highly expressed in all the CC cell lines, with the additional
high expression of Jagged-1 in HCT-116, Caco-2, DLD-1,
and LoVo cells (Figure 1). In particular, DLD-1 cells co-
expressed high levels of APEX1 and Jagged-1, while SW480
cells expressed only APEX1 (Figure 1). DLD-1 and SW480
cell lines were selected for subsequent experiments. 

Efficiency of chemotherapeutic drugs. The MTT assay was
performed to assess the sensitivity of DLD-1 and SW480
cells toward three established chemotherapeutic compounds
5-FU, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan (Figure 2). DLD-1 cells
were more resistant to the three compounds compared to
SW480 cells. Determination of the half-maximal inhibitory
concentration (IC50) of each compound revealed higher
values for 5-FU, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan in DLD-1 cells
than in SW480 cells (1.7-fold, 2.2-fold, and 2.2-fold higher,
respectively) (Table I). These results showed that the
simultaneous expression of APEX1 and Jagged-1 is
associated with chemoresistance toward 5-FU, oxaliplatin,
and irinotecan. 

Jagged-1 expression after APEX1 knockdown. The variation
in APEX1 and Jagged-1 expression levels in DLD-1 and
SW480 cell lines after APEX1 knockdown was determined.
To knockdown APEX1, either APEX1 or control siRNA was
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Figure 2. MTT assay to assess the efficiency of 5-FU (A), oxaliplatin (B), and irinotecan (C) in colorectal cancer (CRC) cells. As shown in the
table, the IC50 values were 1.7-fold (5-FU), 2.2–fold (oxaliplatin, and 2.2-fold (irinotecan) higher in DLD-1 cells than in SW480 cells.



transfected into DLD-1 and SW480 cells. Western blot
analysis revealed that transfection with APEX1-siRNA
resulted in an approximately 80% reduction in the levels of
endogenous APEX1 in both DLD-1 and SW480 cells
compared to the control siRNA transfected cells. In DLD-1
cells, Jagged-1 expression was clearly decreased after
APEX1 knockdown (Figure 3), suggesting that Jagged-1
expression was induced by APEX1.

Efficiency of chemotherapeutic drugs after APEX1
knockdown. The variation in drug sensitivity of DLD-1 and
SW480 cells after APEX1 knockdown was assessed. After
APEX1 knockdown, the chemoresistant DLD-1 cells were
rendered sensitive to 5-FU, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan, with
a remarkable decrease in IC50 values compared to cells that
constituently expressed APEX1 (approximately 44%, 50%,
and 44% decrease in IC50 for 5-FU, oxaliplatin, and
irinotecan, respectively). However, the IC50 of the inherently
chemosensitive SW480 cells was not decreased significantly
after APEX1 knockdown compared to normal cells
(approximately 5.5%, 8.7%, and 13.2% reduction in IC50 for
5-FU, oxaliplatin, and irinotecan, respectively) (Figure 4,
Table I). These results suggested that increased expression
of Jagged-1 following APEX1 stimulation might be a major
chemoresistance pathway compared to APEX1 expression
alone in colon cancer. 

Clinical evaluation. Thirty patients treated at Chosun
University Hospital met the inclusion criteria. Immunohisto-
chemical staining for APEX1 and Jagged-1 was performed
on CRC tissues obtained from these patients. The protein
expression scores were calculated and the final score
determined as described in the Materials and Methods.
Clinical information was analyzed by retrospective chart
review. The response rate of each of the first-line
chemotherapies was evaluated according to the RECIST
criteria 1.1 version (Table II). Fourteen patients (36.8%)

displayed a complete or partial response, 12 (31.4%) had
stable disease, and 12 (31.6%) displayed disease progression.
These results were similar to those of conventional
chemotherapy for CRC. 

The mean protein expression score of APEX1 and Jagged-
1 was determined. The mean score of APEX1 in the
responsive, stable, and progressive group was 2.57, 3.5, and
3.5, respectively. Cell viability, determined by the MTT
assay revealed that there was no statistically significant
association between the mean value of the APEX1
expression score and the anti-cancer response. The mean
score of Jagged-1 expression in the responsive, stable, and
progressive group was 1.71, 3.5, and 3.42, respectively; the
value of the responsive group was statistically significantly
different from that of the non-responsive group (partial
response and stable disease, 3.21; p=0.006). The mean value
of the disease control group (partial response and stable
disease, 2.30) was not statistically significant different from
that of the progressive group. 

Tissue staining was scored on the basis of cytoplasmic
membrane and cytoplasm for Jagged1 and nuclei for APEX1.
Also, the sum of the weak point (score 1) and the presence
of 5% positive cells within 5% (score 1) were determined as
2, and was the reference point. Therefore, cases in which the
total sum of the Jagged-1 score exceeded 2 points were
classified as positive. The mean values of APEX1 and
Jagged-1 according to the anti-cancer response were
examined. This result also showed that a reference point of
2 had sufficient discrimination power, which was consistent
with the results of a study on bile duct cancer (9). Presently,
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Table I. MTT assay to assess the efficiency of chemotherapeutic drugs
in two colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines. 

                                                            DLD-1                         SW480

5-FU (IC50) μg/ml                                8.87                              5.24
Oxaliplatin (IC50) μg/ml                      3.64                              1.83
Irinotecan (IC50) μg/ml                      14.26                              7.04

                                                    DLD-1/siAPEX1        SW480/siAPEX1

5-FU (IC50) μg/ml                                5.08                              4.95
Oxaliplatin (IC50) μg/ml                      1.92                              1.67
Irinotecan (IC50) μg/ml                        7.15                              6.11

Figure 3. Western blotting of APEX1 and Jagged-1 expression in
colorectal cancer (CRC) cell lines DLD-1 and SW480 after APEX1
knockdown. Jagged-1 expression in DLD-1 cells was prominently
decreased after APEX1 knockdown.



of the 38 cases, 21 displayed a total Jagged-1 score >2
(positive) and 17 displayed a total score <2 (negative). There
were no significant differences between the positive and
negative groups concerning age, gender, location of the
cancer, pathologic classification, and the type of

chemotherapy. However, the response rate to chemotherapy
in the positive group was statistically significantly less than
that in the negative group (14.3% vs. 64.7%; p=0.002)
(Table III), suggesting that the expression of Jagged-1 was
related to resistance to chemotherapy. The survival rate was
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Figure 4. MTT assay to assess the efficiency of chemotherapeutic drugs in colorectal cancer (CRC) cells. Cells were seeded in wells of 96-well
plates and treated with oxaliplatin or 5-FU. After APEX1 knockdown, the MTT assay performed using the chemosensitive DLD-1 cell line revealed
a prominent decrease in the IC50 values of chemotherapeutic agents (approximately 44%, 50%, 44% for 5-FU (A), oxaliplatin (B), and irinotecan
(C), respectively). The chemoresistant SW480 cell line exhibited a minimal decrease in the IC50 values of chemotherapeutic agents (approximately
3.4%, 6.7%, and 13.2 for 5-FU (D), oxaliplatin (E) and irinotecan (F), respectively). 

Table II. Immunohistochemistry scoring of metastatic or recurrent colorectal cancer patients according to the chemotherapy response (1st line
chemotherapy best response: RECIST criteria version 1.1).

                                                                          Partial response                       Stable disease                  Progressive disease                         p-Value 
                                                                                  (n=14)                                      (n=12)                                    (n=12)                                    (p<0.05)

Response
   APEX1 score (Mean)                                              2.57                                                                 3.5                                                                  0.109
   Jagged-1 score (Mean)                                            1.71                                                                 3.21                                                                0.006
Disease control
   APEX1 score (Mean)                                               3.0                                                                                          3.5                                          0.411
   Jagged-1 score (Mean)                                             2.3                                                                                          3.41                                       0.055

Bold value represents significance.



not statistically significantly different between the negative
group and the positive group (p=0.476), although patients in
the negative group displayed a tendency toward longer
survival (28.4 months vs. 16.2 months) (Figure 5). However,
this might be due to the low number of parameters evaluated.
The collective results suggested that the co-expression of APEX1
and Jagged-1 might be important in the anti-cancer drug
resistance of CRC cells, with the main chemoresistance
mechanism being APEX1-induced increased Jagged-1 activation.
The findings from the clinical analysis confirmed the clinical
implication of Jagged-1 activated Notch signaling by APEX 1
as a chemoresistance factor and an indicator of poor prognosis.

Discussion

The development of chemotherapy to treat CRC began with the
identification of 5-FU in 1957 (14, 15). In the early 2000s,
novel combinations of cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents to
treat CRC were established following the development of the
novel drugs irinotecan (topoisomerase I inhibitor) and
oxaliplatin (third-generation platinum agent) (16, 17). The
development of combination chemotherapy and targeted
therapy increased the response and survival rates in CRC
patients. However, the associated cytotoxicity of these therapies
was a problem. The individual administration of either of the
representative cytotoxic combination therapies involving 5-FU,
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Table III. Clinical and pathological characteristic of metastatic or recurrent colorectal cancer (n=38).

                                                                                       Jagged-1 positive                                  Jagged-1 negative                                     p-Value
                                                                                        (score >2) n=21                                     (score ≤2) n=17                                             

Age, years (median)                                                                  61                                                          61.6                                                  0.985
Gender                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   Male                                                                                 11 (52.4%)                                             10 (58.8%)                                                 
   Female                                                                             10 (47.6%)                                              7 (41.2%)                                             0.752
Site                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
   Ascending                                                                         5 (23.8%)                                               2 (11.8%)                                                  
   Transverse                                                                          2 (9.5%)                                                2 (11.8%)                                                  
   Descending, Sigmoid rectum                                          8 (38.1%)                                               7 (41.2%)                                                  
   6 (28.6%)                                                                          6 (35.3%)                                                   0.815
Histology                                                                                                                                                                                                               
   Clear differentiation                                                          1 (4.8%)                                                       0                                                         
   Moderate differentiation                                                 16 (76.2%)                                             12 (70.6%)                                                 
   Poor differentiation                                                           2 (9.5%)                                                2 (11.8%)                                                  
   Mucinous carcinoma                                                         2 (9.5%)                                                3 (17.6%)                                             0.714
Chemotherapy response                                                                                                                                                                                        
   Response rate                                                                   3 (14.3%)                                              11 (64.7%)                                            0.002
   Disease control rate                                                         11 (52.4%)                                             15 (88.2%)                                            0.034
1st line chemo regimen                                                                                                                                                                                        
   FOLFOX                                                                           17 (81%)                                               13 (76.5%)                                                 
   FOLFIRI                                                                             4 (19%)                                                 4 (23.5%)                                                 1

Bold values represent significance.

Figure 5. Overall survival (OS) rate analysis using a Kaplan–Meier
curve. There was no difference in the survival time between the negative
and positive groups (28.4 vs. 16.2 months; p=0.476).



leucovorin, and oxaliplatin (FOLFOX) and 5-FU, leucovorin,
and irinotecan revealed an overall survival rate <2 years owing
to chemotherapy resistance in CRC patients (18-22).

The major challenge of cytotoxic chemotherapy is the
development of resistance against chemotherapeutic agents.
Chemoresistance has been studied for a long time and
various theories have been proposed. However, as the
chemoresistance mechanism involves complex processes, it
cannot be understood through a single process (23, 24). 

APEX1 is a multifunctional protein that is essential to
perform base excision repair. The major function of APEX1
is to repair the single-strand DNA cleavage and
apurinic/apyrimidinic sites. Abnormal APEX1 overexpression
has been described in various solid tumors. Multiple studies
have revealed the association of APEX1 with cancer
progression and poor prognosis (3-6). 

Notch signaling plays a major role in the determination of
cell fate and maintenance of the progenitor cell population
during embryonic development (10, 11). Activation of Notch
signaling has emerged as an important aspect of research and
recent reports have suggested that it plays an important role
in the development and progression of numerous human
malignant solid tumors (12, 13). Jagged-1 is one of the five
Notch receptor ligands. Jagged-1 enhances Notch signaling
and affects the growth of various cancers by regulating the
survival rate of cancer stem cells. This improved survival of
cancer stem cells might in turn improve the survival rate and
reduce apoptosis of cancer cells, which could stimulate the
proliferation and metastasis of cancer cells. Clinically, high
Jagged-1 expression levels have been reported to be a poor
prognostic factor in many cancers. Concerning the Notch
signaling pathway, several cancers that feature Jagged-1
overexpression feature poor prognosis. However, the clinical
role and importance of Notch signaling in colon cancer remain
contentious; it is known that APEX1 activates Notch signaling
via Jagged-1 and promotes CRC progression (25-28).

A report has revealed an association between the CRC
progression and APEX1 mediated Jagged-1 upregulation. In
this study, APEX1 stimulated tumorigenesis in noncancerous
cells as well as CRC cell lines. It was demonstrated that
APEX1 activates Notch signaling through Jagged-1
activation, and that this signal promoted the progression of
CRC. Other reports have positively correlated APEX1
expression with the expression of Jagged-1 and cleaved
Notch in human CRC tissue (7, 29, 30).

Presently, the simultaneous expression of APEX1 and
Jagged-1 was considered a major chemoresistance factor.
APEX1-induced expression of Jagged-1 appears to be
important in the chemoresistance to 5 FU, oxaliplatin, and
irinotecan in CRC. Targeting the Notch signaling pathway to
overcome drug resistance of cancer therapy has been
explored and AEPX1-induced Jagged1 expression has been
associated with chemoresistance in biliary cancer (9, 28).

However, the role of APEX1 or Notch signaling through the
Jagged-1 activation in chemoresistance has not been
previously investigated in CRC. The Notch pathway plays
an important role in normal stem cells as well as cancer stem
cells (31-33). Cancer stem cells are a specific and distinct
cell subpopulation within a tumor. The cells have the
abilities of self-renewal and differentiation to diverse cancer
cell types. Cancer stem cells have increased invasive
potential and resistance to several anti-cancer treatments, and
may be responsible for patient relapse and metastasis. These
cells have been identified in several tumor types, including
CRC (34-36). Activation of CRC stem cells by AEPX1-
mediated Jagged1 expression has been hypothesized to be
the most important cause of chemoresistance mechanism.

In conclusion, the collective data presented here reveal an
association between the progression of CRC and APEX1-
mediated Jagged-1 upregulation. The simultaneous
overexpression of APEX1 and Jagged-1 might be a major anti-
cancer drug resistance factor in CRC patients. Concordant
with the results of previous studies, we conclude the Notch
signaling activation via APEX1-induced Jagged-1 activation
is one of the major pathways of resistance to standard
chemotherapy in CRC. The co-expression of APEX1 and
Jagged-1 might be used as a potential biomarker to predict
poor response to chemotherapy in CRC. The pathway that
involves Notch signaling activation via APEX1-induced
Jagged-1 activation might also be a major therapeutic target
in cases of chemoresistant CRC. Further clinical studies will
be needed to confirm this therapeutic strategy.
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